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Ingo Siegner, born in 1965,
studied history and French,
and spent two years in
France as an au pair and as a
student. He also trained as a
bank clerk. He is an
autodidact who always
carries his paints with him.
He has been writing and
drawing for his neighbours'
children for years and loves
to read them stories. His
little dragon Coconut is one
of the best-known children's
book characters in
Germany. The books about
the little fire-breathing
dragon have been
translated into many
languages. His stories about
Meerkat Gustav and Eliot
and Isabella are also very
popular with children. Ingo
Siegner is a freelance writer
and illustrator and lives in
Hanover with his wife.

The Little Dragon Coconut, Porcupine Mathilda and Guzzle
Dragon Oscar are more than a little surprised when one day, a
space ship with a little alien aboard lands right at their feet on
the beach of Dragon Island. The visitor from space has got
hopelessly lost on his very first solo flight, and now he can't
start his space ship again. Coconut and his friends promise to
help the stranded alien and go back home with him.
In the process, the three friends get caught up in another
exciting adventure – this time in the vastness of outer space.

Also available:
Also available from "The Little Dragon Coconut" series:
Vol. 1: Der kleine Drache Kokosnuss und seine Abenteuer [… and his Adventures],
2002
Vol. 2: …besucht den Weihnachtsmann [visits Father Christmas], 2003
Vol. 3: … kommt in die Schule [… Goes to School], 2004
Vol. 4: …Hab keine Angst! […Don’t be afraid!], 2004
Vol. 5: … und der große Zauberer [… and the Great Sorcerer], 2005
Vol. 6: … und der schwarze Ritter [… and the Black Knight], 2005
Vol. 7: … – Schulfest auf dem Feuerfelsen [… – School Festival on the Fire Cliffs],
2006
Vol. 8: … und die Wetterhexe [… and the Weather Witch], 2007
Vol. 9: … und die wilden Piraten [… and the Wild Pirates], 2008
Vol. 10: … im Spukschloss [… in the Haunted Castle], 2008
Vol. 11: … und der Schatz im Dschungel [… and the Treasure in the Jungle], 2009
Vol. 12: … und das Vampir-Abenteuer [… and the Vampire Adventure], 2009
Vol. 13: … und das Geheimnis der Mumie [... and the Secret of the Mummy], 2010
Vol. 14: ...und die starken Wikinger [... and the Strong Vikings], 2010
Vol. 15: ...auf der Suche nach Atlantis [...Looking for Atlantis], 2011
Vol. 16: ...bei den Indianern [...with the Indians], 2011
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